
Message from Mrs Barr 
Dear Parents

The year 2 Woodpecker class performed a very thoughtful assembly this week on 
Remembrance. It gave us all an insight into why we wear our poppies, reminded us that it is 
100 years since the end of WW1 and gave us an insight into how the money raised through 
the Poppy Appeal is used. As always, thank you for your support in our charity events.

I would also like to congratulate our Eco Committee who have managed to secure their first 
bronze eco award. I am sure this will be the first of many as they are now busy working 
towards silver. Good luck!

Best wishes
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DIARY DATES W/C 12th November 

Don’t forget to check the school website and FROG for full details of school 
events and sports fixtures 

Date Event YR GROUPS
MONDAY 
12th

YR 4 NETBALL V GARDEN HOUSE YEAR 4

TUESDAY 
13th

YR 6 STOWE SCIENCE TRIP
WOODLARK ASSEMBLY
YR 4 FOOTBALL V ARNOLD HOUSE

YEAR 6
YEAR 3
YEAR 4

WEDNESDAY 
14th

YR 5 & 6 PRIMARY MATHS CHALLENGE
MRS BARR’S 2ND ANNUAL QUIZ NIGHT

YEAR 5 & 6
PARENTS

THURSDAY 
15th

YR 4 ANCIENT GREEK DAY
YR 5 NETBALL V REDCLIFFE

YR 4
YR 5

FRIDAY 
16th

YR 2 TRIP TO TOWER OF LONDON
YR 6 NETBALL V KNIGHTSBRIDGE

YEAR 2
YEAR 6
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Stars of the week 

Class Name Reason

Robin Eloise For such amazing focus and 
determination with reading.

Sparrow Charlie For always contributing to our class 
dissussions with great ideas.

Wren Amelia For fantastic independent reading. 

Pelican Owen For writing a fantastic news diary 
completely independently.

Puffin Alexander For your great work on doubles in 
Maths.

Penguin Kate For writing a wonderful list poem 
about autumn. Well done!
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Swallow Dominic For a detailed and descriptive holiday 
news recount.

Kingfisher Eva For commitment to beautifully formed 
handwriting.

Woodpecker Poppy For her great enthusiasm during 
assembly rehearsal 

Woodlark Sasha For your brilliant heart shape poem.

Skylark Sofia For being a super helpful member of 
the Skylarks this week. 

Shorelark Gabriel For always being enthusiastic and ready 
to learn.

Tawny Owl Salar For being such a great contributor to 
our class discussion on the problem of 

the Elgin Marbles. 
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WELL DONE TO ALL OUR STARS THIS WEEK!

Barn Owl Otto Showing great enthusiasam and effort 
throughout the week. 

Harrier 
Hawk

Graydon For a wonderfully detailed piece of 
writing about life in a workhouse.

Grey Hawk Coco Excellent research skills throughout the 
week. 

Golden Eagle Ale For your creative and insightful input in 
English. 

Imperial 
Eagle

Sophia For writing a spooky story based on 
Harry Potter
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SPECIALIST AWARDS 

Class Name Reason

Sport Charlotte For excelling in her football lessons and 
showing great goalkeeping skills and a 
great attitude to learn

Art Layan For excellent work on David Hockney.

French Eva For recalling names of countries in 
French and listening with care to the 
story of "Le loup"

Music Stella In recognition of how engaged and 
active she is in music lessons this year. 
An impressive change.

Computing Hector For excellent work in creating a 
modern art painting in ‘2Paint a Picture’

 

�

�
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BEHAVIOUR AWARD 
Well done to the following children who were awarded the behaviour 
badge for being HELPFUL this week.
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MERITS AWARDED THIS WEEK 
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Blenheim Portobello Lancaster Ladbroke



Mrs Barr’s Quiz Night  
.

  
QUIZ NIGHT 14TH NOVEMBER, 6.30PM, just a few 
ticket remaining!  We’d love to see you there! 
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Chepstow House Eco Committee 
Chepstow House Eco Committee have been working really hard this term. New members were elected in September 
and met up to discuss what being in the eco committee really means. We then carried out an environmental review 
looking at 9 areas such as ‘school grounds’ and ‘global citizenship’. After doing this, we decided to focus on our weaker 
areas of ‘waste’, ‘energy’ and ‘biodiversity’. We created an action plan with targets to help us improve and have been busy 
coming up with ideas for ways to educate and engage the rest of the school. This week, we were thrilled to be awarded 

the Bronze Eco School Award to recognise our 
efforts in making our school a more eco-friendly, 
sustainable place to be! 
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Chepstow House School



NEWS FROM MUSIC DEPARTMENT 
A slightly different bit of news this week. Thinking beyond the walls of Chepstow House School, to the wider world of 
music, we have some news from November the 8th of years past.

1975, David Bowie made his US TV debut performing 'Fame', on the Cher CBS-TV show. Bowie who was living in New York at the 
time had written the song with John Lennon during a jamming session.

2016, Adele more than doubled how much she's worth to be crowned the richest British celebrity under 30. She knocked One 
Direction off the top spot after their three-year run in first place and was now reported to have an estimated £92m in the bank.

1946, Born on this day, Roy Wood, guitar, vocals, with British rock band Wizzard, famous for their song ‘I wish it could be Christmas 
everyday’
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NEWS FROM ART DEPARTMENT 
This week Year 4 have begun an investigation into African masks. They thought about how masks were used in the past 
for sacred ceremonies and how some are used now as part of performances for tourists. . 

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page 
for all the photos from this week 
@chepstowhouseschoolart
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INSTAGRAM
Follow us on 

@chepstowhouseschoolart



News from Computing Department 
This week a pupil in year 6 decided to run a Python code club.  Pupils were learning to code a ‘rock, paper, 
scissors’ game in Python.    This club takes place every Monday at lunchtime and is open to KS2.!

 

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this 
week @chepstowhouseschool
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NEWS FROM SPORTS DEPARTMENT 
Year 6 boys’ football vs Notting Hill Prep – 5th November 

The year 6 boys travelled to Linford Christie to play in two football games against evenly matched NHP teams. The ‘A’ 
team scraped and battled in a hard fought 1-1 draw, Leo played nicely and showed glimpses of flair in a good 
performance. Declan bagged the only goal in an evenly matched game. The ‘B’ put in their best performance in years to 
come out 4-1 winners, Milo and Alexander again demonstrated astute defensive skills to keep NHP at bay, they have 
been stand out performers for Chepstow offer the past two years now and perform consistently. Oliver played well in a 
higher position, showing good defensive and offensive skills and Mikhaeel dominated proceedings up top. This 4-1 was a 
fantastic team performance, everyone contributing to a great team success. Well done boys. 

‘A’ team player of the match – Leo

‘B’ team player of the match – Oliver  

Year 6/7 V NHP Netball @ Kensington Memorial Park 5/11/18

On Monday 5th November the Year 6/7 girls played against NHP at Kensington Memorial Park, there were two teams on 
two separate pitches. 

The blue team played a total of three 10 minute thirds, all of them high energy and very tense! The team played well 
looking for spaces around the court and focussing on staying close to their opponent when defending the ball. After a 
few injuries from both sides, the final whistle was blown to finish the game with a score of 4-2 to NHP. Despite the final 
score the team were proud of their efforts and are looking forward to the next match, we will now be focussing on 
accurate passing and shooting techniques before our next match.

The pink team got off to a great start and within 2 minutes of the first centre pass Chepstow had scored a goal. It was 
reflective of our team talk where the girls discussed the need to make accurate passes rather than rushing to offload the 
ball. During the second 10 minutes NHP equalised and the Chepstow girls had to up their game and ensure they were 
both defending as well as focusing on their attacking. After another team talk to refocus the girls got back on track for 
the last 10 minutes and managed to get back in the lead to secure Chepstow a 4 – 3 win. Over the coming weeks we 
will be working on some fixed starting positions that can be used in response to throw-ins/free passes. 
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Year 3 football vs Notting Hill Prep – 6th November 

30 children from year 3 descended on Linford Christie to take part in four football fixtures against strong opposition in 
Notting Hill Prep. The ‘A’ team struggled during a slow start, conceding five goals in the first half. However the ‘A’ team 
turned things around in the second half due to an inspirational yet regular team talk from Mr Wilkinson, Matthew and 
Raif bagged two, along with Davide and Anton one each. The score ended 6-6 in a fantastic spectacle for school football. 
The ‘B’ team played in an enthralling game, Chepstow finished on the losing side (7-5) but showed great promise 
throughout the game. Charles played excellently, Sandor and Lucas played astutely in defence too. The ‘C’ team came out 
on the losing side against a strong NHP team, Gabriel played nicely and Joachim made some great defensive tackles, 
however NHP won 2-0. The ‘D’ team battled well to draw in an even contest, Alexander dominated proceedings with 
excellent dribbling and passing skills. Jude bagged the only goal in a 1-1 draw. 

‘A’ team player of the match – Davide 

‘B’ team player of the match – Charles

‘C’ team player of the match – Gabriel 

‘D’ team player of the match – Alexander 

Year 3 Girls Netball V NHP @ Kensington Memorial Park 6/11/18

On Tuesday 6th November all of the year 3 girls played in their first fixture for Chepstow House School against Notting 
Hill Prep at Kensington Memorial Park. The girls were split into 3 teams, rolling on and off throughout the three 10 
minute thirds against the opposition. The girls had the opportunity to try out different positions around the court, 
although the team are still learning the areas allowed for each position, they are beginning to work together as a team to 
understand the rules. The attitude and energy of all of the girls was fantastic and it was great to see them enjoying the 
match. Player of the match on the pink team goes to Melissa, who demonstrated impressive defensive skills. On the blue 

team Sasha was player of the match for really getting stuck in and trying to find 
appropriate spaces. On the green team Yasmin was player of the match for her great 
team spirit and stamina. 

Final result:

Pink team CHS 3 – 2 NHP

Blue team/green team CHS 0 – 4 NHP

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our 
very own SPORT Instagram page for all 
the photos from this week 
@chepstowhouseschoolsport
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INSTAGRAM
Follow us on 

@chepstowhouseschoolsport



LITTLE CHEPSTOW NEWS
This past week at Little Chepstow has been such fun. The Dormice are having Sensory Week and they enjoyed making 
jelly and learning about putting it in big and small containers with big and small spoons. They of course had a little taste 
too. They have also be learning about star shapes and Bonfire night. This culminated in them making some lovely 
colourful firework pictures. 

The Field Mice all met in Holland Park for the first Forest School. Even though it rained for much of the day, nothing 
dampened the fun. They explored, played Hide and Seek, made special leaf wands and even found two frogs! As well as 
this, we have been celebrating Diwali by making clay Diwali lamps and were delighted to welcome tow Mummies into 
school to tell us about the origins and traditions that surround this festival. 

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos 
from this week @chepstowhouseschool
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RECEPTION NEWS 
This week we have been reading the very hungry caterpillar and learning about the life cycle of a butterfly. We 
created our own life cycle and labelled it. 
In maths, we have been exploring addition. The children have been combining two groups of objects to find the 
total. 
Thank you to our parent visitors who came in to teach us about Diwali. The children found it very interesting 
and loved the fun activities.   

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos 
from this week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 1 NEWS 
The Year 1 classes have been really busy learning their doubles. We have also been celebrating bonfire night with some 
wonderful sensory poems and pictures. The week has been extremely busy with Diwali celebrations and learning about 
the Hinduism. Happy Diwali!!!
 

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos 
from this week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 2 NEWS 
This week has been action packed with both the Woodpeckers and the Swallow class assemblies. Thank you to the 
Woodpecker class for sharing so much interesting knowledge about Remembrance Day. It was fascinating to find out 
why the poppy is so symbolic. The Swallow class have really inspired us to think about growth mindset and take a 
positive attitude to our learning. This really shone through this week in our learning, where we worked hard looking at 
different kinds of instructions and writing down the imperative verbs we found. Using imperative verbs to instruct our 
talk partner was so much fun!  

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this 
week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 3 NEWS 
This week we have been looking at shape poems. First we chose our favourite shape poems then we discussed ambitious 
vocabulary used and how we can up-level poor vocabulary. Finally we created our own shape poems.  In maths we have 
been looking multiplication and division and how to use each to answer missing number problems. We have also learnt a 
range of methods to answer tricky multiplication questions including grid method and short multiplication.

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this 
week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 4 NEWS 
This week in year 4 we have continued to think about the problem of the Elgin Marbles. We began to structure 
our persuasive letters to either The British Museum or the Acropolis Museum arguing where we think the 
marbles should live. 

In geography we have been learning about the major world biomes. We researched what makes each biome 
unique, along with the climate, animals and plants that live and survive in each biome. Do you know what a 
biome is? 

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this 
week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 5 NEWS 
In English, we have continued our work based on the novel Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens.  We have written about the 
setting of The Workhouse, created character descriptions on the Artful Dodger and Mr Fagin and are now producing a 
playscript of Oliver’s work with Artful Dodger.  The children are using similes and metaphors confidently and continue to 
have their head in a thesaurus to find wow words.  One of our wow words found this week was: spurious.

In Maths, we have developed our understanding of averages including: mean, mode, median and range. This week we are 
checking our understanding of time and measures, moving on to more complex problem solving using these concepts. 
Next week we will be completing a Primary Maths Challenge in school, this challenge focuses on children using their 
logical reasoning skills to solve problems.  Practice for this challenge has taken place in our lessons too which has been 
great fun to explain to others each step required. 

The Grey Hawks had an opportunity to plant onion and garlic in the garden with Mrs Von Saher.  We enjoy any chance to 
help her and seeing our vegetables grow.  The Harrier Hawks will have their turn in the next few weeks. 

To develop our presentation skills we are continually finding ways for children to speak in front of an audience and 
present contrasting views. We have weekly debates and ask children to research a topic.  One of our most recent 
debates was: should people be grumpy at Halloween and some children have found out about notable female scientists 
and inventors.

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this 
week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 6 NEWS 
We have been busy continuing our work on suspense writing in English this week. We’ve already learnt how to use 
punctuation for dramatic effect and we had a go re-telling part of a thrilling scene. Watch this space for some electrifying 

narratives soon… In History we have been getting into more detail around our Viking topic. We’ve got a good 
understanding of how they built their boats and how they made the most of what resources they had. Next we’re going 
to be thinking about what it takes to be a great Viking!

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this 
week @chepstowhouseschool
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YEAR 7 NEWS 
We are fully back into the swing of the autumn term and still loving life! This week year 7 enjoyed a gardening session 
where we learnt how to plant and harvest onions and garlic.  It was interesting to know that by planting just one garlic 
clove, you can grow yourself a whole bulb!  We also learnt that you can basically grow potatoes anywhere - even in a 
black bin bag. These are great tips and ones we will remember when we are poor university students in the future. What 
a cheap meal we could make!

We have also been revising tectonic plates and boundaries in geography.  Our lessons have built on what we already 
know about the formation of volcanoes and the processes that lead to earthquakes. We did a practical demonstration 
which involved using Rice Krispies to represent magma and pieces of bread to represent both oceanic and continental 
plates.  We are now confident in understanding the four different plate boundaries: constructive, destructive, collision and 
conservative.

Finally another massive well done to Zara who has won the Grand Griffin trophy for the second week in a row.  She 
received 12 tokens last week for her contributions to lessons and her attitude towards independent reading.    

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this 
week @chepstowhouseschool
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